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SUPAWEIGH ON-TRUCK WEIGHING – A MAJOR PLUS FOR PEDESTRIAN TRUCK
USERS
The range of duties that can be performed by pedestrian trucks can be dramatically enhanced
through the use of a Supaweigh on-truck weighing system from specialist manufacturer
Timotex.

The company, which by specialising in the field has developed a leading reputation in its
sector of the materials handling industry, manufactures the only hydraulic scale that can be
fitted on any electric pedestrian truck. The Supaweigh XL scale, which is accurate to within
5 – 10 kg maximum, is operated via a simple to use, cast aluminium control unit mounted
within reach of the truck operator.

Addition to, or subtraction from, a target weight are the principal examples of a range of
operations which can be carried out by the system. By combining materials handling and
weighing into a single procedure, dramatic savings in time and increases in efficiency can be
realised – often by eradicating the need to travel to and from fixed weighing platforms. For
the same reason vital floor space can also be released.
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The Supaweigh XL can also be connected to thermal or dot-matrix printers to enable
permanent records of weighing transactions to be retained, allowing stock control and
checkweighing procedures to be readily accommodated. There is also a `Loadchecker`
version available which, with the emphasis on the basic functions only, is ideal where big
fleet operators may employ a large number of truck operators.

“The accuracy and reliability of the Supaweigh XL system has been proven repeatedly with
forklift trucks from virtually every manufacturer, including pedestrian units,” comments
Managing Director Brian Millar. He believes that the scale’s hydraulic operation
significantly cuts the risk of damage to the weighing system arising from the rigours of
factory or warehouse operation that can be an adverse factor with load-cell alternatives.

“Because of their speed and versatility, pedestrian trucks are widely used throughout
industry,” he concludes. “The Supaweigh XL scale offers a means of enhancing the truck
operation and, at the same time maximising materials handling efficiency, which is simple,
highly cost effective and reliable”.

Powered Pedestrian Scales & Load Indicators

Timotex offers an extensive range of mobile weighing solutions.
The full range comprises all known methods of load measurement for forklift trucks, electric
pallet trucks, stackers and hand pallet trucks. Static warehouse scales are also available.
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